Abstract. This article considers the emergence of the postmodern reflexive consumer through an archival case study of one particularly influential lifestyle magazine, the Whole Earth Catalog. This publication is read in the context of the cultural and lifestyle innovations of the 'new cultural intermediaries' (Bourdieu, Featherstone) of the 1970s, expressed in a new print media of lifestyle advice. In this print culture, consumers were taught to cultivate a reflexive awareness of their lifestyles through an enhanced sensitivity to the deeper meanings of market messages and consumer choices. On the basis of the advice of non-traditional lifestyle intellectuals, market choices acquired a sense of 'deep play' (Geertz) in which the well-being of the self and the planet emerged as the specific stake of lifestyle choices. Combining archival research with theoretical and historical analysis, the findings of this study offer an alternative to postmodern studies of the new consumer culture, which focus on the depthlessness of consumption as a form of 'pastiche' (Jameson).
of the evolving perceptual talents of reflexively aware consumers. Within this process, customization and specialization in product design, niche marketing and rapid developments in technology and media combine to make 'point of purchase' the engine of late capitalist growth -a transformation that has invested consumers with uniquely postmodern sensibilities such as an enhanced capacity for the interpretation of complex, cryptic and sometimes fragmented and ambivalent market messages, a new capacity for imaginary investment in the meaning of goods and a reflexive awareness of oneself as the product of creative (if discontinuous) lifestyle choices (Appadurai, 1996; Baudrillard, 1981; Bauman, 2000; Bell, 1973; Castells, 1996; Ewen, 1988; Featherstone, 1991; Giddens, 1991; Harvey, 1989; Jameson, 1991; Klein, 2000; Urry, 1987, 1993; Leiss et al., 1986; Papson and Goldman, 1998) . These talents compose what Anthony Giddens has termed the 'life politics' of the contemporary individual or what Mike Featherstone has called the 'heroic' lifestyle consumer of postmodern society: an active self-aware agent, uniquely distinguished from the passive, easily duped mass market consumer of the previous generation -a consumer who enjoys a novel 'astheticization of daily life' in which 'the rapid flow of signs and images . . . saturate [s] the fabric of everyday life in contemporary society' (Featherstone, 1991: 67, 83; Appadurai, 1996) . Moreover, for many authors, the emergence of the heroic consumer is coextensive with the expansion of visual culture and the increasing 'spectacularization of society' (Debord, 1977; Baudrillard, 1975 Baudrillard, , 1981 , wherein the rapid flow of disconnected visual images dissolves stable meanings once conferred by a culture of narrative discourse.
While postmodernism remains a highly contested term, its central preoccupation (at least in the realm of popular culture) derives from this condition of visual saturation, wherein surfaces emerge into prominence, eclipsing or displacing the substances of things, places and people. In short, the centrality of impact, sensation and immediacy over meaning and depth defines one recurring theme, at least among postmodernism's most popular (some might say reified) versions (Eco, 1986) . Postmodernism brings glitzy, flashy, rapidly changing and superficial stimulation at the expense of the high moral seriousness and the deeply centered identities of modernist and premodernist cultural traditions. In postmodern culture, this triumph of the visual over the textual, or the figurative over the discursive, is part and parcel of the hermeneutic impoverishment of the symbols that characterize developed consumer cultures: asserting the priority of 'sensation' over 'interpretation', Scott Lash has identified postmodernism with the collapse of the thoughtful distance and depth implied by textual narratives and the 'immersion' of media audiences in visual messages lacking reflective seriousness (Lash, 1988) . Frederic Jameson famously summarized this condition of semantic depthlessness, fragmentation and textual play as one in which 'depth is replaced by surface' in a 'pastiche' of meaningless signifiers cut loose from their signifieds. Lifeless, flat and empty, the flickering surfaces of Jameson's postmodern consumer culture operate outside the old paradigm of hermeneutic depth, staring back at the consumer like 'a statue with blind eyeballs' (Jameson, 1991: 16) .
While the historical origins of the postmodern consumer, as the connoisseur of spectacular depthlessness, have remained the topic of extended theoretical speculation (most often focussing on the changing structure of capitalism, developments in media technology, and so forth), less often do we hear of the specific agents and cultural entrepreneurs who, through their own innovation and design, have brought about a cultural and perceptual shift in the way consumers understand and interpret the meanings underlying everyday market choices. Moreover, as this article will argue, from a more empirical cultural historical perspective, we discover a far more uneven process than is typically provided by theorists of the postmodern turn who variously trace the demise of hermeneutic discursive depth in the swirling images of the new society of the spectacle. In fact, what we discover is a period of uncertainty and flux located squarely in the middle of the postmodern turn, loosely bracketing the decade of the 1970s, in which a groundswell of narrative texts on the deeper meaning of consumption as a moral and ethical practice achieved precisely the opposite of what postmodern theorists typically claim of the new heroic consumer. In the lifestyle literature of the 1970s, we discover not a flattening, but rather an intensification of the hermeneutic depth of consumption and consumer goods, read and consumed under the auspices of an emerging cohort of lifestyle specialists and consumption experts. For the lifestyle experts of the 1970s, discourses on consumption redefined consumer lifestyles as rich in hermeneutic seriousness and cultural deep play.
In the pages that follow, such agents will be sought in an increasingly influential fraction of the American middle class. A new professional cohort of 'image specialists' and 'knowledge workers', practitioners of nontraditional lifestyle expertise, has drawn considerable attention from a variety of cultural scholars (Cultural Studies, 2002; du Gay, 1996; McRobbie, 1998; Nixon, 1996) . Variously termed the 'new cultural professionals' or the 'new cultural intermediaries', this group showed up on demographers' radars in the 1970s as the baby boom generation -a vanguard breakaway fragment of the traditional middle class with cultural and political roots in the counterculture of the 1960s, renowned for their approach to consumption as an expression of uniquely personal values and a 'morality of pleasure as duty' (Bourdieu, 1984: 354-72) . Combining their parents' penchant for status emulation with their own fascination with intellectuals, bohemians and practitioners of aesthetic livelihood, the 'new middle classes' were a lifestyle class, highly educated and morally sensitive, committed to expressive self-realization through new ways of living (Bell, 1976; Featherstone, 1991: 83-95; Lasch, 1978; Lash and Urry, 1993: 285-314; Lury, 1996: 93-108; Slater, 1997: 203-9) . Emerging from the campuses and communes of the 1960s to find professional positions in advertising, marketing and the 'expressive professions', the new middle classes codified post-countercultural discourses on lifestyle and instituted these discourses as a form of nontraditional expert discourse on reflexive and personally meaningful expressive consumption (Martin, 1981) . Expressive modes of consumption are not unique to the late 20th century, but are in fact traceable to the origins of modern consumption itself (Campbell, 1987) . What is new, however, is the manner in which the new cultural intermediaries of the 1970s fashioned expressivity through lifestyle choice into a poignant alternative to what it perceived to be the deficits of modern culture in general -a culture that had been stripped of significance and drained of meaning through the serial production of mass commodities and the depthless messages that promoted them. In the maelstrom of visual electronic media, where meaning was flattened in the rapid-fire flow of sensations, written lifestyle literature added depth to consumption as a meaningful way of life. Later, as 'yuppies' in the 1980s, these lifestyle literatures shaped the rhetorical tradition lodged within the broader American discourse on consumption. It can also be argued that elements of this discourse gradually insinuated themselves into the mainstream of American consumer culture, providing the cultural foundation for the 'deep' metamarketing tools of the 1990s: postmodern 'superbrands' such as Nike, Starbucks and the Body Shop (Barber, 1995: 59-72; Hammond, 1986; Klein, 2000: 1-21) .
More specifically, these sensibilities can be traced to a specific kind of special knowledge or lifestyle expertise. As Mike Featherstone (following Pierre Bourdieu) has pointed out, these new sensibilities derived from a long standing middle-class regard for traditional scientific competence. For the middle classes of the 1950s, transported from depression and war to the automated lifestyles of the suburbs, the advice of Benjamin Spock, Alfred Kinsey and the pseudo-science of admen like Roser Reeves helped to alleviate the sense of vulnerability and dislocation that accompanied their new social mobility -what Barbara Ehrenreich calls the middle class's 'fear of falling ' (1989) . In the reassuring discourses of popular psychologists, sexologists, physiologists, personality specialists and others, a plethora of lifestyle options were related to a newly-defined program of 'modern living' (Ehrenreich, 1989; Frank, 1997: 43-5; Lears, 1983 Lears, , 1994 . For the new middle classes of the 1970s, lifestyle was similarly mediated by the discourse of experts, albeit of an entirely different stripe: throughout the 1960s and 1970s, a vanguard cast of non-traditional intellectuals wove a rich discourse on consumption as a practice invested with profound significance and rich consequences for personal well-being. Where traditional lifestyle experts issued edicts from the remote halls of academic research centers, laboratories and centers for product testing, the new experts, nontraditional cultural intermediaries, bridged the gap between remote knowledge and everyday use. Mediating the realms of production and consumption, these new experts spoke as both users and designers of lifestyle products, offsetting the loss of meaning resulting from an inundation of superficial market messages with personal advice and opinions. The consuming habits of the 'me decade' were strongly influenced by these discourses, which saturated realms of market behavior, from fashion to food, clothing, home decoration and leisure, with the injunction to strip away the shallow 'plastic' of mass marketing to reach 'the real thing' -the meaningful authentic core of self-renewal.
One particularly influential hub of non-traditional lifestyle intellectuals can be traced to the Whole Earth Catalog, a countercultural consumer publication that combined a freely adapted, holistic ecological scientism with a practical set of lifestyle injunctions and techniques meant to bring about both social and personal renewal through a practice of environmental global stewardship. Combining textual analysis of the publication's many product reviews, articles, slogans and editorial statements with an archival ethnography of the Catalog's editorial files (containing volumes of correspondence, press releases and clippings from 1968-84), this article traces a specific lifestyle discourse to the small but influential circle of Bay Area entrepreneurs, intellectuals, lifestyle experts and autodidacts who produced the Catalog and indirectly shaped a new discourse on consumption and lifestyle as deeply meaningful, hermeneutically rich and profoundly reflexive ways of life. For readers of the Catalog, consumption was deep, and such depth marshaled an alternative to the flat culture of the mass market.
Such a textual and archival ethnography of the Catalog aims to contribute in a small way to the closing of the empirical gap on the rise of the heroic reflexive consumer, on the emergence of new cultural intermediaries and to bring our understanding of the origins of the postmodern consumer down from the ether of metatheory to the level of actors, innovations and print media. Far from a 'pastiche' of depthless expression, the non-traditional lifestyle experts and intellectuals of the 1970s wove a rich discourse on consumption as the object of reflexive hermeneutics, 'thickened', in a Geertzian sense, with the purpose and the 'deep play' of serious lifestyle (Geertz, 1973: 432) . Indeed, consumption, as mediated by this new expert discourse, acquired qualities of reflexive seriousness not unlike those attributed by Geertz to the deep play of the Balinese cockfight: '[the cockfight] is a Balinese reading of Balinese experience, a story they tell to themselves about themselves. . . . In the cockfight, then, the Balinese forms and discovers his temperament and his society's temper at the same time ' (1973: 448-51) . Deep lifestyle discourse, it will be argued, enabled a similar discovery of one's own temperament -if only in a defensive response to the flux of images.
Toward these ends, this article will begin with a survey of a wave of new lifestyle literature (mostly from small presses on the West coast) and move to a close consideration of the Whole Earth Catalog.
REAL NEEDS IN THE AGE OF LIMITS
American consumers of the 1970s are remembered for their heightened levels of price consciousness, skepticism towards traditional advertising messages, their scrutinizing regard for product information and a marked ingenuity for saving money and controlling daily budgets (Cross, 2000: 145-93; Shi, 1985: 248-76) . Dramatic episodes of inflation, product shortages and an inexplicable economic downturn called into question traditional Keynesian economic faiths and pulled the rug out from under a traditional middle-class morality that connected well-being and social stability with hard work and savings. Amid high inflation, an erosion of lifetime savings, growing public debates over the health consequences of many standard products, the political victories of the consumer movement and a popular new environmentalism, many consumers abandoned standard brands and buying habits in search of the novelty and moral seriousness of 'alternative lifestyles'. Particularly for middle-class consumers, a new resourcefulness in skimping and saving expressed an openness to novel discourses on home provisioning and a truer, more personal mode of consumer need (Baltera, 1977; Everett, 1970; Katona, 1975) . The selfprovisioning movement, with its origins in counterculture and the commune movement, pressed the message of 'voluntary simplicity', through the writings of Gary Snyder, Francis Moore Lappé and others, deep into the hearts and minds of middle-class consumers (Belasco, 1993; Elgin, 1981; Moore Lappé, 1971; Snyder, 1974) .
An important expression of this new thriftiness came with the dramatic increase in the volume of 'in-home shopping', particularly among an educated, middle-class catalog-reading public. As a market segment, inhome shoppers grew from 9 percent of total general merchandise sales in 1964 to over 11 percent by the mid-1970s and had, by 1971, topped $10bn in total retail sales (Blackwell et al., 1970) . In-home spending rose again between 1969 and 1973 by another 55 percent (against a general 45 percent gain for general merchandise sales through stores) (Gillet, 1976: 81) . By 1974, catalog sales at Sears, Ward and Penny ran 20 percent ahead of the previous year, compared to an 8 percent increase in retail sales, with Montgomery Ward alone reporting a 40 percent increase in catalog sales by August 1974 (Business Week, 1974 .
Market researchers offered a variety of explanations for the sudden takeoff of catalogs, although there was a general consensus that this was largely a phenomenon of the novelty-seeking middle-class shopper: the inhome shopper was judged to be 'above-average in socio-economic status as measured by household income level, social class, education and occupation of household head' (Gillet, 1976: 82) . Some researchers suggested that women outpaced men in this category, due in part to their new responsibilities as professionals and decreased time for shopping, while others pointed to the lag in price hikes necessitated by the lengthy catalog production and distribution process or the appeal to suburban consumers looking to save gas money by cutting trips to the shopping mall. Another strain of research linked catalog sales to the deepening demands by consumers for more personalized goods, responding to changing values and lifestyles, and an increasing emphasis on the uniqueness of personal lifestyle needs: 'mail-order shopping's strength lies in providing the new, the unique, the personalized products' to a 'more cosmopolitan, culture and valueconscious, convenience-oriented and generally more demanding ' consumer (1976: 86) . These shoppers were more flexible, visited stores more often, were more subject to impulse purchases and discretionary buying and responded to the experiential character of shopping as a meaningful personal activity.
The catalog market was itself highly differentiated, appealing to a range of niches and tastes. Noting a wider shift from traditional general catalogs to smaller, supplemental specialty catalogs, one prominent market researcher supposed that 'the current and future strength of the catalog lies in those items that are unusual, new, and fashionable -those that provide the uniqueness or distinctiveness that appeals to the self-confident and venturesome frequent catalog buyer' (Reynolds, 1974: 50) . By presenting well-planned product shots accompanied by expert testimonies and advice, catalogs provided a retail space that was highly discursive and thematized around particular lifestyle and value concerns whose intimacy was intensified by a written discourse on the consuming experience. Moreover, testimonies and product descriptions had to cultivate a greater measure of trust than did traditional retailers in order to entice in-home consumers into taking risks on products that they had not actually seen through dealings with retailers they had never actually met. Such a degree of trust demanded an intimate expert narrative at odds with the anonymous, boisterous and aggressive salesmanship of traditional mass marketing narratives.
Catalog retailing contained an additional appeal for middle-class consumers as the medium of communication for the dispersed countercultural lifestyle communities which, by the early 1970s, had formed a powerful subeconomy and lively print culture espousing the virtues of a 'holistic' lifestyle ethic. Voluntary communities or communes proliferated across the US: a New York Times survey estimated 2000 rural communes and 5000 collectives by the mid-1970s, while dozens of popular books documented the new networks of voluntary communities (Roberts, 1971; Speck, 1972; Zablocki, 1978) . The commune movement presented a moral counterpoint to the market-driven lifestyles of the urban and suburban middle class and its dependence on mass market lifestyle patterns, holding out the promise of a postindustrial, postmaterialist age in which the individual would find immense resources for personal renewal and selffulfillment in consumption patterns limited to small local economies (Schumacher, 1973; Schwartz, 1976) . While largely confined to the adventuresome elements of the middle class, its practitioners imaged a more generalized following and a singularly epochal significance:
As more Americans recognize the false trap of materialism, the flow to rural areas will accelerate. Demands for rural technologies will remove what barriers still exist for the urban outflow. Industry will decentralize under pressure from employees for more fulfilling work relationships. The shibboleth of economic gain through economies of large scale will be replaced by the doctrine of psychic gain through enterprises of small scale. (Beale, 1975: 204) A style of consumption that constituted a 'shibboleth of economic gain' was indicted for its flatness and lack of meaning and for its failure to address the deeper needs of the individual -deficits that would be addressed in lifestyles that held 'psychic gain' as the deep stakes of a richly meaningful mode of consumption. For this dispersed and decentralized countercultural diaspora, the need for instruction and information on the new lifestyle methods gave rise to a burgeoning culture of print. With the availability of new inexpensive print technology, a groundswell of nonprofessional home press projects and single-book publishers produced a huge market in instructional manuals, catalogs, technical books filled with testimonies and advice on organic gardening, alternative energy, home provisioning, crafts and other holistic lifestyle practices.
Largely based on the West coast, some of these independent titles (such as Rainbook, New Alchemy and the Whole Earth Catalog) sold well enough to attract lucrative contracts from the big East coast houses (Doing it!, 1976; Publishers'Weekly, 1974) . One observer described the phenomenon: 'They are mostly trade paperbacks, communicative in content, reflecting new trends in ideas that originate on the West Coast, lavishly illustrated, colorful and appeal to a young audience' (King, 1978: 30) . The West coast publishing boom was itself part of a wider demographic shift from eastern and midwestern cities to the West and the South -a pattern of business migration that eroded the traditional monopoly of New York publishers and created marketing opportunities for small presses nationally. While, in 1977, almost 40 percent of publishing firms (businesses with an employee identification number, at least one employee and whose primary business was selling books) were located in the New England and mid-Atlantic states, by 1987 that proportion had declined to less than one-third, and the South and the West grew from 10 percent to 13 percent and 20 percent to 27 percent respectively. During this same period, shipments of books to East coast markets remained steady at approximately 63 percent of national market share, and midwestern regional markets dipped from 17 percent to 13 percent, while western shipments rose from 6 percent to 9 percent and shipments to the South rose from 1 percent to 5 percent (US Census of Manufacturers, 1987 , cited in Greco, 1992 .
At the epicenter of California publishing was a network of Bay Area entrepreneurs, intellectuals, writers, publishers, distributors and luminaries traceable to the legendary beatnik poets and writers of the 1950s and the small businesses that fostered their rise, most notably City Lights Bookstore and Cody's. Out of this network, distributors and publishers like Bookpeople, Shambhala, North Point Press, Chronicle, Ten Speed, Nolo, Sierra Club and others came to define the literary world of the counterculture, although, over the course of the 1970s and 1980s, many of these presses would abandon their rough and shoddy layouts for slicker production values in search of wider markets. This was particularly the case for the successful titles that were quickly gobbled up by (See, 1992) . A Publishers' Weekly article recalls the specifically organic professional and ideological core of West coast publishing in the 1970s, the genesis of which is attributed directly to the influence of the Catalog:
In New York, people have traditionally gone into publishing as a 'career choice.' On the West Coast, publishing developed as a side effect of a particular interest. Individuals interested in hiking, Buddhism, juggling, meditation, starting a business, getting a divorce, nature, ecology, computers, gay and lesbian issues, or simply how to cook a salmon would look around for a book, find none, then go on to publish in that category. From this stemmed the Bay Area concept of the book as a tool. Here again is the legacy of The Whole Earth Catalog: books are objects to use, places to find practical information about things that publishers' neighbors care passionately about. (See, 1992: 32) The 'book as tool' concept was reflected in the Catalog's byline 'access to tools', which appeared on the cover of each issue -a belief in goods and the practice of consumption not as the passive accumulation of objects, but as the active, creative and morally purposeful creation of a meaningful life. The Catalog was respected in the 1970s as a pioneer in the category of countercultural, ecologically-conscious 'access catalogs' -countercultural index publications listing resources for those pursuing new, holistically responsible lifestyles. But the Catalog's influence reached beyond countercultural circles: the Publishers' Weekly article goes on to identify several market categories opened up for informational instructional publications: cookery books (Chronicle's Little Cookbook series sold more than 2 million copies), computer manuals (Peachpit's Mac Bible claimed to break the New York mold by 'showing people how to use tools'), travel (presses such as Lonely Planet, Moon, Ulysses and Foghorn incorporated environmentalism into vacationing) and new age (Shakti Gawain's Creative Visualization sold more than 2 million copies by 1992).
In short, a groundswell of small presses based in the Bay Area, directly or indirectly drawing on the example of the Catalog, injected an alternate discourse on the personal and moral stakes of consumption as a creative, individual and deeply meaningful lifestyle practice into a consumer culture whose flagging sense of moral purpose left consumers yearning for a new cast of lifestyle intellectuals. In the manner of an insecure new middle class, the Catalog's editors and contributors fetishized a range of intellectual discourses from technological elites such as Buckminster Fuller to romantic pastoralists like Wendell Berry and E.F. Schumacher, arriving at a lifestyle rhetoric that reified consumption as a deeply meaningful practice, with high stakes for personal and global well-being. The lifestyle discourse of the 'book as tool' is revealed in the pages and editorial records of the Whole Earth Catalog.
THE WHOLE EARTH AND THE DEEP PLAY OF CONSUMPTION
The insights that inspired the Catalog reflect the philosophical hubris of the counterculture: in 1966, Stewart Brand, the Catalog's founder and editor, conceived the idea for the Catalog as he came away inspired from a lecture delivered by Buckminster Fuller on man's emerging awareness of the earth as a holistic integrated system. That evening, an LSD-induced epiphany led Brand to the conviction that a single image of this planet, taken from space and widely reproduced and disseminated, might help inspire an awareness of the entire planet as a single integrated whole system and of the human priorities that such integration implied for people in their everyday life. This insight compelled him to begin a campaign calling upon NASA to deliver a photograph of the entire surface of the earth. The button that he distributed to select senators, members of congress, NASA officials and Soviet space experts posed the question, 'Why Haven't We Seen a Photograph of the Whole Earth Yet?' and achieved such wide circulation, Brand alleges, that the first photographs of the planet were later released to the mainstream press (Binkley, 2000a) .
The image of the whole earth became the motif of countercultural environmentalism and was adopted by the radical environmental group Environmental Action for the first Earth Day on 22 April 1970. The phrase 'whole earth', which was never copyrighted by Brand, was taken up by dozens of stores and products in the 1970s and after, from the Whole Earth Access store in San Francisco to 'whole foods' and 'earth shoes'. As the political banner of a rising movement, the insignia of a whole earth represented a deeper understanding of the inner meaning of lifestyle as a global responsibility, enfolding the personal needs and the place of goods in an integrated planetary system tied directly to the larger moral obligation of a terrestrial steward. Importantly, the figure of the whole earth achieved a specific lifestyle reference as it adorned the cover of the Catalog. Published under the auspices of the Portola Institute, a non-profit educational research group directed by Dick Raymond and based in Menlo Park, California, the Catalog combined information, resource listings and product reviews of the various equipment and tools required for the erstwhile ecologicallyconscious lifestylist, from wood burning stoves and garden hoes to computers and moog synthesizers. Notably, the Catalog juxtaposed and combined the two philosophical and intellectual programs that lay at the center of the counterculture: a romantic naturalism and a futuristic technophelia. Theodore Roszak recalls that 'this catalog clearly meant to project a consistent vision. It seemed to be saying that all human ingenuity deserved to be celebrated -from the stone axe to American Indian medicine to modern electronics' (Roszak, 1985: 22; Kirk, 2001) .
Throughout the period of the Catalog's existence, Brand considered his project a vanguard development, destined ultimately to influence the mainstream (Halstead, 1986) . Between 1968 and 1970, the Catalog was published twice a year, with a circulation of about 15,000 copies. Between issues, two supplements were printed in editions of roughly 35,000 copies each. The initial series ran from 1968-71, growing from 31 to 447 pages by the time of The Last Whole Earth Catalog in 1972 (followed by the Whole Earth Epilogue in 1974 and the Next Whole Earth Catalog in 1980). In 1972 alone, The Last Whole Earth Catalog sold 380,396 copies of a 400,000 print edition and, in 1973, the total climbed to 1,178,048 -a figure that was to top 1.5 million copies both domestically and overseas by the end of 1974 (WECR, box 25, folder 12). 1 In 1973, Brand received a National Book Award for his project, earning him countercultural celebrity and acceptance among the East coast publishing establishment, as well as interest from market researchers and retailers across the country (Binkley, 2000b) .
While the Catalog appealed to a wide readership (who 'seem to dig it mainly as literature'), the supplements were, according to one observer, for the 'Whole Earth faithful, those scattered homesteaders and communers and isolated experimenters in life-style who first called the Catalog into being and who remain its essential audience ' (McClanahan and Norman, 1970: 96) . During the counterculture's heyday, the Catalog captivated readers with its stunning diversity of products, advice, commentary and incongruous features and spreads, crammed together on crowded pages amid roughhewn borders, crooked margins and uneven type -a flotsam and jetsam of back-to-the-land hardware unified around an elusive moral insight into the underlying connectedness of personal cause and cosmic effect in the consumption process.
This theme was reiterated in a Time Magazine feature on the Catalog, which included a photograph of Brand pouring over a book next to a page spread of the Catalog. Noting its broad market appeal, the article continues:
Although it is specifically aimed at 'technological dropouts' (in the words of its authors), the catalogue's phenomenal success The very quality of the Whole Earth Catalog that most delighted and charmed me as a reader [was] the incredible variousness of it, the bewildering profusion of its content, the enigmatic capriciousness of its format. . . . Because the whole diffuse business, it had always seemed to me, was held together by some mysterious principle of internal dynamics, some inscrutable law of metaphysics which I simply didn't understand, which no one who hadn't actually been close to the very center of the entire Whole Earth operation could even begin to define. (McClanahan and Norman, 1970: 95) Disorganization and typographic glitches, it was argued, transformed passive readers into active interpreters of cryptic, if sincere, market messages.When, in 1974, Harper's turned over several pages of its 'wraparound' section to Brand for a unique Catalog-style editorial spotlight, the editors introduced the pages: 'Brand is not looking for editorial perfection and is especially loath to correct (or, as he sees it, to compromise) the tone of readers' letters. Besides, he feels discovering mistakes may give the reader a sense of participation' (Harper's, 1974: 12) . The agency of these new consumers, however, was as much a real world activity as an imaginary flight of consumer daydreaming. A note sent to Brand in 1979 requests the 'Whole Earth' namesake for the Whole Earth Travelog:
The audience is intended to be those people with escapist tendencies who might wish to shop for a unique vacation or study experience, or, as with the Whole Earth series, to simply thumb through it while sitting on the john before another day of work. (WECR, box 21, folder 2) Most importantly, the Catalog conveyed an insight into the practical use of
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goods not as possessions, but as tools: against the shallow acquisitiveness of mainstream modes of consumption, the Catalog stressed a deeper understanding of goods as parts or moments in a larger temporal and lifestyle continuum. An article in Country Woman, a feminist access catalog inspired by the Whole Earth Catalog, describes this insight into the underlying meaning of goods as elements of a larger way of life:
Walking to the bathhouse today, holding my new twenty-ounce hammer, I suddenly understood the Whole Earth Catalog meaning of 'tool.' I always thought tools were objects, things: screw drivers, wrenches, axes, hoes. Now I realize that tools are a process: using the right-sized and shaped object in the most effective way to get a job done. It's having a well-balanced hammer and knowing how to hold and swing it that makes it a tool; changes the whole work process from a struggle to a pleasure. (Tetrault and Thomas, 1975: 97) With the folding of the Catalog in 1972, assets from the project were channeled into the Point Foundation, Brand's non-profit foundation set up to distribute grants to the hundreds of Whole Earth-inspired endeavors that cropped up throughout the 1970s. In its first two years, the Point Foundation casually doled out over $1.5m to a wide range of experimental nonprofit groups and launched its own publishing endeavors, which included Soft-Tech, a listing of Appropriate Technology sources, Space Colonies, an anthology of writings on the long-term implications of the space program and, most notably, the CoEvolution Quarterly, a journal of commentary and resource listings for holistic projects and analysis.
Several fan letters testify to the intensity with which readers invested the Catalog, not just as a source of novel goods, but as the wellspring of non-traditional advice on lifestyle and consumption. Many of these letters are undated, handwritten, often accompanied by drawings and scribbles:
Dear Stewart, I cannot put into words my admiration for what the Next Whole Earth Catalog accomplishes. It defines a new cultural convergence as significant for our time as utilitarianism was. It says: 'here are the important parallels of science, action, life, spirit, thought.' May God grant you and all who work with you long life, ever renewed freshness, continuing industry, clear ecosystems and good fortune. (WECR, box 2, folder 4) Dear Company, I admire you all so much for your dedication to your work and the ideas behind it. You make dreams; no, you have dreams and rather than mold them to the practical, you bring the practicality to them. You continue to be an inspiration to me. I wish you all were my friends. (WECR, box 2, folder 12) For these readers, the Catalog invested consumption with philosophical seriousness: ostensibly relating to the challenges of rural homesteading, the majority of these readers (who, it is estimated, never left the city) were inspired by the impression of profundity implied by an underlying 'whole system' whose balance was affected by our everyday mundane choices. As such, consumption acquired a moral and personal stake; one could help or hinder the life of the planet through one's daily choices. As the vehicle of a 'new cultural convergence as significant for our time as utilitarianism', the Catalog infused a new intellectual discourse with an injunction to take up practical projects in daily life: 'You make dreams; no, you have dreams and rather than mold them to the practical, you bring the practicality to them.' Lifestyle, as a field of philosophical and historical deep play, infused consumption with deep significance for a more authentic mode of lifestyle. This deeper meaning was arrived at through the adaptation of specific nontraditional intellectual discourses, variously combining pastoral romanticism with futuristic technological expertise. Important among those intellectual influences was the new environmentalist movement and its adaptation of natural ecology to describe a terrestrial and cosmic holism reminiscent of eastern mysticism.
THE SEERS OF MENLO PARK: NON-TRADITIONAL INTELLECTUALS AND HOLISTIC EXPERTISE
The ecological movement entered public discourse in the early 1970s through the works of Barry Commoner (dubbed the 'Paul Revere of ecology' on the cover of Time Magazine in 1970) , LaMont Cole, the brothers Eugene and Howard Odum, E.F. Schumacher (author of Small Is Beautiful, 1973) , Buckminster Fuller (who contributed the phrase 'spaceship earth ', 1963) and later James Lovelock (who supplied the richly spiritual concept of 'Gaia' to describe the planetary ecosystem as a single animate force, not unlike an ancient deity, 1990). Ecology provided a set of uniquely elastic metaphors possessing a powerful capacity both to excite the imagination and to enlist readers and listeners in rigorous ethical programs. Reading the relationship of the personal to the social, or the personal to the terrestrial, as one of a smaller element to a larger 'whole system', the ecological agenda fostered an ethic of everyday practice in which the significance of massive social and civilizational transformations could be related to tiny choices and actions in everyday life (Killingsworth and Palmer, 1992: 44-8) .
A holistic economic rhetoric, enclosing personal and global reform, derived a host of notoriously mobile metaphors from a variety of sources ranging from eastern mysticism to ecological science, although it was Fuller's phrase 'spaceship earth' that provided one of the most widely applied and popular motifs. By the early 1970s, themes of circularity, synergetics and reciprocity within a closed system entered the vocabularies of many professional fields, including economics, where ecological economists theorized a 'steady state' economy in which the extraction of raw materials and the disposal of waste were adjusted to the process of replenishment required to maintain a state of system equilibrium with the natural environment (Fuller, 1963) . Pollution, waste and environmental depletion resulting from reckless extraction of resources -common occurrences in expanding capitalist economies -would be replaced by ordered and responsible economic methods suited to a closed 'whole system', limited in its ability both to supply raw materials and to absorb refuse. The historical present, such thinkers argued, was located at the cusp of this transformation, spurred by the accumulated strain of personal alienation and the pending threat of global environmental disaster (Boulding, 1966) .
Most importantly, the stakes defined by this discourse were tangible and personal: changed economic structures would derive from changes in consciousness and personal economic behavior, not the other way around. As more and more people acquired this expanded awareness of the relationship between economic organization and man's larger human and terrestrial obligations, a holistic closed system economics (termed the 'spaceman economy' by ecological economist Kenneth Boulding) would replace the older 'cowboy economy' which held nature as an open horizon available for capture, a replenishing source of goods always ripe for extraction, infinitely able to absorb whatever human debris might be heaped upon it. Adapting Fuller's metaphor, Boulding described the distinction between cowboy and spaceman economics as expressing different attitudes towards consumption:
in the spaceman economy . . . [t] he essential measure of the success of the economy is not production and consumption at all, but the nature, extent, quality and complexity of the total capital stock, including in this the state of the human bodies and minds included in the system. (Boulding, 1966: 9) Spaceman economics involved not only a change in economic priorities, but a change in the attitudes and perspectives of all economic actors, most importantly consumers. One had to learn to read the significance of deep concealed objects of dizzying proportions -the 'whole earth' as a closed system, the dimensions of which exceeded the comprehension of the senses and appealed to the imagination, demanding expert mediation for a full apprehension of its underlying importance. The reinvention of economic life as an imaginary holistic program with serious consequences for personal and global well-being was mediated by a host of non-traditional specialists and experts whose methods transcended the narrow dualism of traditional scientific research and employed a 'spaceship perspective' capable of grasping immense holistic totalities. While their regard for the counterculture varied from romantic sympathy to emphatic disavowal, many of their writings were taken up as editions in a new canon of holistic lifestyle discourse.
Throughout the 1970s, Brand remained at the center of an influential hub of holistic lifestyle experts, offering infusions of cash in the form of small grants to various individuals and groups providing commentary and criticism on the public crises of the 1970s, on the relevance of holistic concepts to such varied fields as biology, physics, energy technology, horticulture, urban planning and psychology and on various lifestyle alternatives demanded by changing social and environmental conditions. The informal, non-traditional intellectual climate of this network is reflected in one of dozens of scribbled notes from Brand's files, this one sent in late November 1974 by Ira Einhorn, a veteran activist with Students for a Democratic Society turned new age consciousness seer (later jailed for allegedly murdering his girlfriend), inviting Brand to an informal planned conference at the Institute for the Study of Consciousness in Berkeley:
Our focus will be twofold: 1. To attempt to reach some agreement on the nature of the new paradigm that is emerging from the study of consciousness, physics, and parapsychologythe nature of the paradigm should avoid closure and get some of those who will be there to consider theories other than their own, 2. To develop some strategy for encouraging people in a wide range of disciplines to consider writing on a new paradigm. No papers will be presented, no preparation is required, people have been invited to just come and share space with focus on the two above presented problems. (WECR, box 1, folder 8) Einhorn's note typifies the utopian narratives evidenced in dozens of correspondences: a convergence of specialized fields into a single 'paradigm' expressed an 'emergence' whose pure form would exchange the dogmatism of formal scholarship for the direct experiential face-to-face interactions of inspired seekers. Brand's unique mode of non-traditional expertise was not confined to debates within this circle of critics. Personal correspondence with a range of figures from the academic scientific establishment, politics, industry and government suggests the breadth of his audience and the respect attributed to his unique blend of post-countercultural holistic expertise and ironic anti-institutional candor. Most notable is Brand's acquaintanceship with California governor Jerry Brown, who, after years of correspondence, appointed Brand as a special consultant at a salary of $2000 per month (unidentified newspaper clipping, WECR, box 13, folder 3).
Brand's role in the Brown administration was, according to an undated article from the Sacramento Union, unclear. Quizzed on his responsibilities, Brand is reported to have replied: 'Oh, I've been thinking of doing thus and such.' The article includes a photograph of Brand (described as 'thus and such man') riding a bicycle out of Brown's office, a demonstration of his proposal for the distribution of bicycles to all state employees for travel between their offices and their homes. The article goes on to quote Gray Davis, the governor's then chief of staff (later elected governor of California):
'The governor doesn't believe ideas should stem from the center of power' Davis says. 'Ideas should extend from the periphery to the center. Stewart Brand could accelerate the process. It may be hard to quantify his job. We've asked him to review bills the governor acted on last year and initiatives undertaken in the past two years to see if they stimulate ideas for the future from Brand.' . . . When encountered in the Capitol hallway, Gov. Brown says that Brand has done 'lots of things around here.' Pressed for details, he adds 'Oh, don't be so linear. Don't be so linear . . .'. (WECR, box 27, folder 7) Dozens of notes, letters and correspondences between Brand's office at CoEvoution Quarterly (the follow-up publication to the Catalog) and the governor's office testify to the odd alliance between the 'idea-producing' countercultural lifestyle intellectual and the mainstream politician with verbose countercultural pretenses, drawn together by their shared opposition to 'linear' thinking. Such a holistic non-linear discourse on the profundity of minute choices in everyday life (such as the riding of bicycles to and from work) is observed in the pages of the Catalog, where nontraditional expertise is applied to daily patterns of product choice. WE ARE AS GODS New issues of the Catalog came out on a roughly quarterly basis, with supplements appearing at infrequent intervals. Thickening with every issue, The Last Whole Earth Catalog stands out as the fattest and most widely circulated volume. The tabloid-sized cover typically featured an image of the earth, although sometimes pictures of galaxies, planets or other astronomical images were used. Inside, a wide range of goods were crammed onto pages jigsawed by uneven borders into oddly shaped wedges and blocks.
Like other issues of the Catalog, The LastWhole Earth Catalog was divided into sections, beginning with 'Whole Systems', a portion devoted to scientific, ecological and spiritual publications promoting the concept of integrated systems. As in all issues and supplements, the works of Science,Tao Teh King. Following this section are others that break down the range of goods into specific categories:'Shelter and Land Use' offers kits for the construction of geodesic domes and a wide range of Fulleresque constructions such as the 'Futuro', a UFO-shaped fiberglass dwelling sufficient for a family residence, deliverable to any location in the US. Additionally, more straightforward manuals, parts and hardware for home construction such as the pouring of concrete, electrical wiring, carpentry and other tasks are featured in this section. Under 'Industry and Craft', a variety of items from butter churns, pottery wheels and macramé kits to mundane mechanical tools like hammers, pliers and wrenches are interspersed with nostalgic lithograph images showing depression era farm laborers, women working at looms and other oddities.
A section on 'Communications' includes books on art, a typographic representation of an 'interstellar communication' (a dense block of tiny 1s and 0s), tarot cards, posters of Escher drawings, a moog synthesizer, a guide to filmmaking and a standard book on electronics repair. The 'Community' section features cookery books (including The Joy of Cooking), a manual on home canning, the magazine Mother Earth News, the earth flag, the writings of Malcolm X and an impressive array of manuals on everything from home birth to 'simple burial'. 'Nomadics' lists goods more generally identified with camping, travel and outdoor recreation: sleeping bags, Coleman stoves, archery sets, hide tanning equipment, scuba gear and pop tents. Finally, a section titled 'Learning' presents an array of manuals and how-to books: the American Boy's Handy Book, Children's Games in Street and Playground, a manual from the Edmund Scientific Company, a Valtox drug identification kit and a book on Gestalt therapy. In all cases, items in these sections are reviewed by the Catalog staff and often by Brand himself, whose reviews always conclude with the personal notation that appears ubiquitously throughout the Catalog: '-SB. ' The tone of these reviews is consistent: first person singulars pepper the short prose, often drifting into personal anecdotes, humorous asides, cautionary notes or open statements of the reviewer's lack of knowledge about the product. In cases where the producers of the goods are known personally to the reviewer (as with most cottage industrially-produced goods), reviews are warmed with affirmations, encouragements and endearing exhortations. Unrelated pictures appear throughout these pages, just as poems, statements from various groups and organizations and other miscellaneous elements supplement the display of goods. The Catalog closes with a series of paid advertisements, all clearly labeled according to their price: $75 ad, $25 ad, $10 ad. Finally, a short section called 'Business' appears, comprising a full financial disclosure of the Catalog's production and distribution budget, photographs of the Portola offices and a form for submitting suggestions for items to be reviewed in future issues. Throughout, the charm of the Catalog relies on this quality of mesmerizing bricolage: the contrast and hybridization of unlikely items confirms its intimacy as a homemade publication and the lived totality -the totality of an individual lifestyle -within which all these elements might be brought together.
Throughout the Catalog, there is evidence of instruction and expertise: diagrams of quilt patterns, embroidery stitches, cross sections of underground pumps, small engines and lean-tos, designs for canoes, teepees and hammocks, sketches of stinging nettles and ginseng, cutaway renderings of the mouth of a cow (for telling its age), a birth control handbook with instructions on the application of spermicidal preparations and the insertion of a contraceptive diaphragm. The Catalog leveled the specialized knowledges and taste distinctions that normally compartmentalized interests and activities, merging a rich range of activities into a general injunction to act and live with one's own nature and with one's own natural world. In 1972, Brand reviewed a popular ecological book, Paul Swatek's The User's Guide to the Protection of the Environment. Praising Swatek for finding 'daily virtuous behavior toward ecological Good', Brand neatly summarized the Catalog's unique ethical and ecological attitude towards goods, lifestyle and consumption:
The consumer has more power for good or ill than the voter. All of us ecologically-concerned citizens have frets of creeping hypocrisy when we enter the supermarket all unknowing or half-knowing about the effect of our purchases and refusals to purchase. This book is a fret reducer, it defines daily virtuous behavior toward ecological Good. (The Last Whole Earth Catalog, 1972: 40) Swatek's book, which details a wide range of domestic ecological measures from garbage disposal to lawn maintenance, calls upon consumers to take seriously the environmental and ecological consequences of their everyday habits as consumers, an exhortation Swatek premises on the ubiquity of vast systems of ecological and environmental interdependence.
Throughout the Catalog, the experience of perceived totalities (which are always in some way related to the purchase of goods) is depicted as an unstable, if euphoric, moment, sometimes rapturous, sometimes fleetinga close kin to the paradigmatic countercultural mode of insight celebrated in psychedelic discourse. In his review of Howard Odum's Environment, Power and Society, Brand describes the pleasure of holistic consciousness as condensed in a moment of revelation, yet presenting on ongoing challenge for the untutored:
Beautiful work. Energy language is the simplifier we've lacked to see our systems whole. When the cosmic yum comes by, you get the ONE! alright, but that may not particularly help you work with connectedness. The terms and understanding in this book can. (The Last Whole Earth Catalog, 1972: 8) What Brand terms the 'cosmic yum' is a holistic insight and understanding, although its relevance is to the larger reflexive project of self-renewal and personal growth -a project demanding techniques of self-management and control.
This tension between a highly individualistic experience of holistic connectedness and the techniques through which connectedness is cultivated and controlled is the topic of much expert advice and is reflected in the 'purpose statement' that appears inside the cover of every issue of the Catalog. Here Brand describes the reflexive stakes of one's choice of lifestyle as a mode of deep play:
We are as gods and might as well get good at it. So far remotely done power and glory -as via government, big business, formal education, church -has succeeded to the point where gross defects obscure actual gains. In response to this dilemma and to these gains a realm of intimate, personal power is developingpower of the individual to conduct his own education, find his own inspiration, shape his own environment, and share his adventure with whoever is interested. Tools that aid this process are sought and promoted by the Whole Earth Catalog. (The Last Whole Earth Catalog, 1972: 1) For the reader of the Catalog, separating the deficits and the assets of technological civilization was an urgent task requiring the advice of experts and holding out the promise of new thresholds of self-experience. This advice and the character of this holistic expertise were consolidated and elaborated throughout various publishing ventures sponsored by the Menlo Park group and ultimately informed a rich discourse on environmental responsibility in everyday lifestyle choice. The stakes for the holistic consumer, enveloped in the whole system of social and planetary convergence, were high and demanded the guidance of non-traditional lifestyle experts.
CONCLUSION
This article has argued that, during the 1970s, an emerging fraction of the middle class infused daily patterns of consumption with expert discourses, producing a new lifestyle-centered culture of consumption in which daily market choices (and the symbols, messages and images that mediated them) appeared semantically enriched through their relationship to the self as an object of cultivation, exercise, discipline and controlled hedonistic release. Specifically, these new modes of consumption acquired an element of deep play and fantastic imaginary investment, as the holistic interdependency of individual actions and larger civilizational and environmental consequences was revealed as part of a larger suprasensory element (the 'whole earth'), the apprehension of which demanded the advice of an holistic expert discourse. These new ways of consuming emerged from this class fraction because of the traditionally insecure location of the new middle classes, which had led them to emulate, however gracelessly, the intellectualism, self-awareness and bohemianism associated with traditional elites. Hence, a middle-class faith in specialists and experts was reproduced in the counterculture and applied to a detraditionalized, reflexive, expressive and experiential discourse on the renewal of the self -a lifestyle transformation that combined the completion of practical tasks with the application of expert knowledge to everyday life.
Moreover, it has been argued that these two features of the countercultural lifestyle movement of the 1970s -reflexivity and an investment in the deep play of consumption -paved the ground for a wider transformation in the attitudes of consumers generally, as people came increasingly to read market choices as deeply meaningful expressions of identity and selfhood -a change of attitude often linked with a wider cultural response to the 'ephemeral' conditions accompanying the postFordist turn (Appadurai, 1996: 85; Bauman, 2000) . These conditions are typically attributed to the increasing prominence of spectacular culture over discursive culture -a shift that variously brings about a collapse of hermeneutic depth in the consumption process. Scott Lash has referred to this process as one of semiotic dedifferentiation: with signifiers collapsing into signifieds, depth disappears, the spectator loses any interpretive distance from the signifier or commodity as sign and is immersed in the surface of goods and media. This examination of the lifestyle discourses of the 1970s seems to point to different conclusions: an emerging discourse of holistic consumption made lifestyle a scene of ecological and ethical deep play. In short, the significance of the Catalog suggests that such changes in the culture of consumption can be traced not only to the economic and technological developments of 'late capitalism' (or what Bauman terms 'liquid modernity'), but also to a variety of cultural dynamics, including the innovations of the new cultural intermediaries and lifestyle entrepreneurs (for more on the emergence of a Bay Area countercultural economic hub and its ultimate influence on mainstream marketing, see Binkley, forthcoming) . While a case study of such precise scope is necessarily limited in its ability to assert general historical causes, it is nonetheless possible to read the lifestyle discourses illustrated in the Whole Earth Catalog as emblematic of an emerging consumer sensibility in which consumer choices are both enriched in their meaning and profundity through the emergence of a new lifestyle discourse. Further research remains to be done on other cultural innovators in the field and on the ways in which this rhetoric was later diffused into mainstream patterns of consumption and market practice.
